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Abstract
Describes architecting and the task of the architect, with emphasis on bridging the
why, what and how of a product. The memory usage of a medical workstation is
used as practical illustration.
The introduction of a system architect in an architecture unaware organisation is
described. A metamorphosis takes place from a threatening meddler into an appreciated indispensable team member.
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Introduction

This lecture is presented at the DoVo1 lecture series. This lecture series is an
”institute” within Philips Research. Three short lectures (20 minutes) per session
are used to share research work between all researchers. This long history also
means that many traditions or rituals are followed, such as the opening which
positions the speaker in the research line organization. The last section of this
article ”CBA” is also tradition.
The presentation itself focuses on a case, which is used to explain the contribution of the architect and the tension this causes in an organisation. Some background
material is added about what an architect looks like and about the relation between
architecture and research.
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Figure 1: The position within the organisation
Figure 1 shows the position of the speaker in the organisation. However in this,
somewhat satiric, diagram other (more) important organisational dimensions are
shown:
• program and projects, where a program is result driven
• LRTO (Long Range Technical Objectives), research wide objective driven
management
• know how transfer, via the CTT (Centre for Technical Training)
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Another interesting tradition is that groups are more often identified by the name of
the leader than by the technical competence. This emphasis on the human (leader)
contribution is nice.
Recommended literature is the book by Rechtin, ”The Art of Systems Architecting” [6].
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Practical experience: memory usage in a medical workstation.

typical clinical
image (intestines)
URF-systems

EasyVision: Medical Imaging Workstation

Figure 2: Practical experience; a medical workstation
The medical workstation[5] is an add-on product to existing X-ray systems,
introduced in the market in 1992. X-ray systems used to print the imaging results
directly on film, by means of a so called CRT-copy, an exact copy of the monitor
display on film. The workstation is positioned between X-ray system and printer
and adds formatting and layout capabilities. One workstation can serve multiple
examination rooms, see figure 2.
The software designers of this product did an excellent job, applying many new
technologies in a fruitful way. However many integral design aspects did not get
the right attention level, for example memory usage.
Figure 3 shows the memory usage at the beginning of the integration phase.
The figure clearly shows a disastrous problem: the system needs much more memory
(ca 200 MByte) than available as physical memory (64 MByte). At the bottom of
the figure the performance of the system is shown as a function of the memory use.
A minor shortage of memory is handled by the virtual memory system, but a major
shortage leads to an unacceptable drop in performance.
The architect starts to ask questions about the memory usage, measures it,
makes models and budgets. The result is that in cooperation with the software
engineers an iterative redesign was implemented. This redesign realized an acceptable
memory usage, see figure 4.
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Figure 3: Problem: unlimited memory consumption
Models and budgets are important means of the architect. Figure 5 shows
the memory budget, which is based on a process decomposition of the system.
This process decomposition enables a manageable granularity of the budget and
sufficient implementation freedom for designers. It also enables measurement and
verification, because the operating system and the analysis tools use process boundaries as natural resource management boundaries.
The SW engineers of the medical workstation did not experience any performance problem while creating their components, because every individual component
fits easily in the available memory. Only when the system is integrated and used
under production conditions the performance problem becomes visible. This late
visibility and detection of problems is quite normal in the development of complex
systems.
Projects run without (visible) problems during the decomposition phases. All
components builders are happily designing, making and testing their component.
When the integration begins problems become visible. Figure 6 visualizes this
process. The invisible problems cause a significant delay2 .
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This is also known as the 95% ready syndrome, when the project members declare to at 95%,
then actually more than half of the work still needs to be done.
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Figure 4: Solution: measure and redesign
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Figure 5: Method: process based budgeting
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Figure 6: Integration uncovers hidden problems
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Figure 7: Architecting scope
One of the main causes of the late visibility of problems is the limited context
awareness of most component engineers. Most of these engineers are simply not
aware of potential problems! This lack of awareness is reflected in the difficulty
to plan design meetings. Quite often the engineers don’t see the benefit of such a
meeting, because they don’t see any issues to be discussed.
Many organisations don’t have explicit system architects. Sometimes the best
in class technical specialist gets the architect title imposed. In both cases the introduction of a broad system architect causes a shock effect in the organisation.
Figure 7 shows that the scope of architects widely varies. The common denominator for all these architects is the bridge function between context and technology
(or problem and solution). An architect needs sufficient know-how to understand
the context as well as the technology, in order to design a solution, which fits in the
context and is technical sound at the same time.
In general increasing the product scope of an architect coincides with an increase
in people scope at the same time.
Figure 8 shows the phases an organisation is going through in a typical project
where an architect is introduced.
As long as individual designers can work independently the collective mood
is great, while an architect is mostly perceived as a threat or a menace, see also
figure 9. As soon as the integration starts all invisible problems suddenly become
visible, the beginning of a crisis, which changes the mood to poor.
An architect who proves himself in this difficult stage, by hard work, brainstorming, trouble shooting and problem solving earns a lot of credit. This changes
the appreciation of the architect dramatically, suddenly he becomes an indispensable
team member! After completion of the integration the mood returns to good. In a
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Figure 8: Architecture awareness evolution
next project, again during integration the mood will degrade, even excellent architects will not prevent this. However this crisis will be less severe.
An architect always starts to ask questions, to build up understanding and
overview. While sampling the problem and solution domain in this way, he always
discovers some weak spots. The identification of problems and risks is often based
on a judgement or an opinion.
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Figure 9: The engineer’s perception of the architect
The judgement or the opinion is based on a sample of all data, fitting in the
limited available time. Despite the incompleteness of the data and despite a lack
of domain and solution know-how the architect forms an opinion anyway. The
architect does the top level design, the nice hand-waving work, without being too
concerned with the nasty details.
Whenever you want to benefit from the architect’s expertise, by asking for a
solution, the architect only worsens the problem, by showing even more hidden
problems.
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What is architecting?

Architecting in product creation spans from understanding the why, via describing
the what to guiding the how, as shown in figure 10. Or in even more popular terms:
do the right things and do the things right
Understanding

Why

Describing

Guiding

What

How

Do the right things
Do the things right

Figure 10: Architecting visualized
Architecting is a job which is done by all members of the product creation
team, however the architect is responsible for the consistency and balance of why,
what and how
A useful top level decomposition of an architecture is provided by the socalled ”CAFCR” model, as shown in figure 11. The customer objectives view
and the application view provide the why from the customer. The functional view
describes the what of the product, which includes (despite the name) also the non
functional requirements. The how of the product is described in the conceptual
and realization view, where the conceptual view is changing less in time than the
fast changing realization (Moore’s law!).
The job of the architect is to integrate these views in a consistent and balanced
way. Architects do this job by frequent viewpoint hopping, looking at the problem
from many different viewpoints, sampling the problem and solution space in order
to build up an understanding of the business. Top down (objective driven, based
on intention and context understanding) in combination with bottom up (constraint
aware, identifying opportunities, know how based).
Figure 12 shows these 5 views with some relevant issues with respect to the
illustrated memory usage. The customer objectives are expressed in a number of
keydrivers, constrained by a street price of 50k$.
The application and functional view are here shown together, expressed by a
typical case with 3 connected X-ray system, where an examination has a typical
size of 20 images, which are auto-printed on 3 film sheets.
The conceptual view contains a decomposition, amongst others in import, database
and print servers. It also contains concepts to constrain the memory usage, such as
anti-fragmentation and dynamic link libraries.
The realization view contains the actual measured memory usage as well as the
budgeted usage.
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Figure 11: Five viewpoints for an architecture. The task of the architect is to
integrate all these viewpoints, in order to get a valuable, usable and feasible
product.
The how of the product is created by many specialists. The how is guided by
the architecture. At least 5 views are required for guidance:
•
•
•
•
•

functional decomposition
construction decomposition
allocation of functions to construction elements
infrastructure
integrating concepts

Figure 13 visualizes these 5 how views.
Figure 14 and 15 shows a question generators, which can be used to uncover
potential problems. This question generator is based on a discrete 3-dimensional
space, where every point in this space can be used to formulate a question. The
axis of this space are:
• functions
• (HW) components
• characteristics
The question in any point in space looks like:
”How about characteristic c in HW component h when performing function f?”
Nearly all questions formulated in this way will get an answer unknown, which
in most cases means here is a potential problem.
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Figure 12: The customer issues which are relevant for the case illustrated in this
article
Note that a good architect uses a more refined question generator, which uses
a priori know-how to select the really relevant questions. The a priori know-how
includes:
• importance, value of functions and performance
• how critical, sensitive technical solutions are
• people and organisation bias, strengths and weaknesses
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Figure 13: Guiding how by providing five how-viewpoints
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CBA: Conclusions, Benchmarking and Acknowledgements

5.1

Conclusions
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Figure 16: The meddling architect as complementing factor in a team full of heroes
The work of the architect is always overlapping with the work of others, see
figure 16. The integration of views is the main added value of the architect.
Sometimes the architect is meddling in the work area of specialists, with the intention
to serve the overall objective. The architect can only be succesfull by virtue of the
rest of the team, so the architect is not the hero, all team members are heroes.

5.2
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Figure 17: Positioning the Gaudí research ambition in the worldwide efforts
Most software engineering oriented institutes in the world, such as SEI(CMU)
stress the importance of systematic approaches and the use of processes. This
emphasis often results in formalization, which endangers the flexibility and adaptivity
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to fast changing technology and markets3
For wider scopes formalization is more difficult and less fruitful. Insight,
understanding and overview are more important in a broad perspective. Figure 17
positions several worldwide activities with respect to formalization level and scope.
The System Engineering community, which is mostly flourishing in the military
and aerospace industry, is very mature with respect to requirements engineering,
stakeholders and life cycle management. Part of that work is consolidated in
”standards” for best practices, such as IEEE1471.
The ambition of the Gaudí project is to provide more insight in the art part of
architecting, which quite often is related to human aspects.
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Figure 18: A small subset of contributors, here mostly participants of the System
Architecture course
Jürgen Müller again critically reviewed the presentation, helped to streamline it
and discussed the right sequence of presenting. William van der Sterren and Peter
3
Strictly speaking formalization and agility are not contradictions. Agile formalization can be
supportive. The actual danger is in the less skilled people applying the systematic approaches in
rigid ways.
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van den Hamer suggested a lot of improvements. Jaap van der Heijden pointed out
the areas of interest for the target audience.
Pierre America, Jaap van der Heijden, Niek Lambert and Milan van den Muyzenberg
patiently listened to the trial run and politely pointed out the missing steps and
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Figure 19: Gaudí homepage
Figure 19 shows the URL for the Gaudí homepage, see[4] for the www internet
URL.
See also the bibliography for more recommended reading.
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Does architecture belong in the research laboratory?

Research laboratories are used to in-depth technology research, where system know
how is mostly required to build a proof of concept. Architecting at the other
hand is very broad and not tangible. Figure 20 shows a model for technology
management[2], based upon 3 phase cycle.

Exploration

Exploration of new ideas

of new ideas

Application

Application

of technology

of technology

Consolidation
of know how

Consolidation of know how

Research

Product Division

Figure 20: Architecture and research? The technology management cycle
One of the main functions of research is technology exploration, where the
technology application is needed for learning and proof of concept. The consolidation is needed for the transfer.
Product divisions focus on short and medium term business objectives, research
is taking care of the long term. Redefinition of architecting as enabling technology
to specify, design and integrate complex systems, fits architecting in a natural way
in this technology management model. It makes quite a lot of sense to explore
architecting methods as well as consolidate architecting methods.
However the application of architecting methods often needs the full product
creation context, which means that the application often happens in close cooperation with the industry, the so called industry as laboratory.
The next question is: Is architecting research scientific?. The answer of this
question requires a philosophical basis, what do we mean with scientific? Figure 21
shows several sciences as a spectrum with respect to the hardness level of the
scientific methods. This figure shows that architecting methods span a significant
range of scientific methods. Or in other words the architecture researcher borrows
methods from other scientific paradigms, striving for as hard results as possible4

4

Which means that the results can be very soft. How to distinguish plausible results from an
integer researcher from convincing results from a charlatan?
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Figure 21: Is architecting scientific?
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7

What is an architect?

The architect is good technical educated engineer, who has grown into an architect,
see [3]. The main growth direction are:
•
•
•
•

technical generalist
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process insight
human insight
breadth of
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specialist

specialist

specialist

specialist

specialist

specialist

specialist

depth of
knowledge

specialist

generalist
generalist

Figure 22: The architect as integrator
The role of the architect is an integrator role, as shown in figure 22, which is
highly complementary to the specialists.
The real world is less black and white, a complete spectrum exists between
specialists and generalists, as shown in figure 23. Architects must have sufficient
roots in the technical domain, which means that they must experience angineering
in at least one discipline. Later when growing in the above mentioned directions
the difficult challenge is to maintain sufficient technical know how and feeling.
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